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Abstract—Document image segmentation is a fundamental
step in the document image analysis pipeline as it affects the
accuracy of subsequent processing steps. An objective and
realistic evaluation of page segmentation techniques is crucial for
a quantitative comparison among them. In this paper, a goaloriented performance evaluation methodology that calculates a
comprehensive evaluation measure SR (Success Rate) is
presented. SR measure reflects the entire performance of a page
segmentation technique in a concise quantitative manner. It is a
pixel-based approach which avoids the dependence on a strictly
defined ground-truth. The proposed evaluation measure SR deals
only with text regions and is correlated with the percentage of the
text information in which the subsequent processing (e.g. text line
segmentation and recognition) can be applied successfully.
Keywords—page segmentation; performance
performance metric; document image analysis
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I. INTRODUCTION
Page segmentation is a crucial processing step in a
document image analysis system. It is the process of
identifying the areas of interest in a document page image [1 –
3]. The performance of subsequent processing such as text line
segmentation and optical character recognition (OCR) heavily
depends on the accuracy of page segmentation techniques.
The automatic evaluation of page segmentation algorithms
is an important issue both for quantitative comparisons among
different techniques as well as for qualitative analysis of
segmentation results. In this paper, a goal-oriented performance
evaluation methodology is proposed that reflects the
percentage of the text information in which the subsequent
processing, such as text line segmentation and recognition, can
be applied successfully. It is a pixel-based approach which
deals only with text regions. Moreover, the proposed
evaluation technique avoids the dependence on a strictly
defined ground-truth since the ground-truth for page
segmentation is quite ambiguous and may differ between users.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II the related work is discussed. Section III focuses on
the proposed performance evaluation methodology. The
advantages of the proposed method are discussed in Section IV
while conclusions are drawn in Section V.
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II. RELATED WORK
Several page segmentation competitions [4, 5] have been
organized in order to address the need of comparative
performance evaluation under realistic circumstances. The
performance analysis method used for these competitions is
based on a geometric approach using polygon region outlines
[6]. The ground-truth creation for such approaches is quite
ambiguous. Kanai et al. [7] use an indirect evaluation based on
OCR results. The advantage of this method is that it requires
only transcription ground-truth and, hence, does not require
defining ground-truth regions. However, it cannot give an
accurate indication of page segmentation performance as it is
dependent on the OCR engine. In [8], Mao and Kanungo
propose a textline based performance metric that examines
geometric correspondences of text lines. The main drawback of
this method is that it requires ground-truth at text line level and
it deals only with deskewed document images. Liang et al. [9]
describe a region area based metric in which different weights
are assigned to each type of matching (one-to-one, many-toone, etc.). In a similar way, Shafait et al. [10] use a weight
bipartite graph called pixel-correspondence graph [11] in order
to calculate the total number of over-segmented and undersegmented regions as well as the missed regions and false
alarms. In [12], the evaluation method is based on a set of
simple rules concerning the main body text regions, the
auxiliary text regions and the non-text regions. Finally,
Agrawal et al. [13] consider a result region as correctly
detected if its foreground pixels overlap with those of groundtruth above a user specified threshold. All the above mentioned
performance evaluation methods are highly dependent on the
ground-truth which should be strictly defined. The proposed
evaluation framework avoids the dependence on a strictly
defined ground-truth and it is based on simple and clear
guidelines given to the users.
III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
A detailed description of the distinct stages of the proposed
evaluation methodology is presented in this section. First, an
overview of ground-truth requirements and related issues is
given and then, the proposed performance metric is presented.
The proposed evaluation methodology deals only with text
regions and it requires the binary version of the document
image since it is a pixel-based approach.
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A. Ground-thruth
G
h creation
The
T first stepp for the perfformance evaluation of a page
segm
mentation algoorithm is the ground-truth
g
creation.
c
How
wever,
grou
und-truth is quuite ambiguouus and may difffer between uusers.
At the proposedd evaluation framework, the ground--truth
creattion is based on two very simple and cllear guidelinees for
the users.
u
Our goal is to createe ground-truth
h regions in w
which
the subsequent teext line segm
mentation stag
ge can be app
pplied
succcessfully. Diffe
ferent ways off ground-truthing, for examp
mple a
text column markeed as one regiion or as separrate paragraphhs, do
not affect
a
the propposed evaluation metric.
Ground-truth
G
ttext regions are represented
d by polygonss. Let
be
b a binaryy document image and
,
1,2, ⋯ , #
bbe a set of ground-truth polygons,
p
wheere #
deno
otes the cardinnality of a sett. Each ground-truth text reegion
sh
hould be consiistent with thee following tw
wo guidelines:

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.
2 Examples of ground-truth reggions which are not
n consistent with the
guideelines. The grou
und-truth regionn contains: (a) text
t
lines of different
colum
mns with horizontal overlap, (b) seeparator lines.

B. Performance
P
Metric
M
Let
L
,
1,2, ⋯ , #
be a set of polyygons
prod
duced by an automatic pagge segmentatiion algorithm
m. We
defin
ne the set of intersection re
regions
of
o the ground--truth
and the segmentattion result as ffollows:

1.
1 It should nnot contain texxt lines with horizontal ovverlap
(e.g. text lines of ddifferent colum
mns or margin
nal notes).

∩

,

∩

∅

(1)

∅,

2.
2 It should noot contain nonn-text elementts (separator llines,
draw
wings, images etc.).
If
I a text regioon follows thhe above men
ntioned guidellines,
then the subsequeent processingg such as text line segmentaation,
can be
b applied succcessfully. Figgure 1 depictss document im
mages
with
h the correspoonding acceptaable ground-trruth regions w
while
Figu
ure 2 presents examples of ground-truth
g
regions
r
that arre not
conssistent with thee abovementiooned guidelinees.

(a))

(b)

Fig. 1.
1 Document im
mages with the corresponding
c
accceptable groundd-truth
region
ns.

wheere ∙ a funcction which coounts the foreeground pixelss of a
region. The condition of Eqq. (1) assuress that the ovverlap
betw
ween a ground
d-truth and a reesult region iss significant. In
I our
expeeriments, we set the threshhold
equaal to 0.01. A page
segm
mentation resu
ult of the docuument image shown in Fig.. 1(b)
as well
w as the corrresponding inntersection reg
gions are presented
in Fig. 3.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.
3 (a) A page se
egmentation resullt of the documen
nt image shown in Fig.
1(b), (b) the correspon
nding intersectionn regions.
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been
n split) in ordeer to consider the foregroun
nd pixels of theem as
corrrectly detected
d (see Fig. 5).

We
W define thee overall quanntitative evalu
uation measure
re
(Succcess Rate) as follows:
∑#

∑#
∑#

100
1

(2)

wherre
correspponds to a weiight for each intersection
i
reegion
raanging in the interval [0,…
…,1]. As it can
n be observedd, the
maximum value oof the numerattor is the sum
m of the foregrround
pixels of all interssection regionss (in the case that
t all weightts are
equaal to one) and the denominaator represents all the foregrround
pixels of the grouund-truth. The proposed ev
valuation meaasure
ranges
r
in the iinterval [0,…,100] and the higher
h
the valuue of
the , the better is the perform
mance of the page
p
segmenttation
algorithm.
In
I the sequel, we define thhe correspondiing weight
for
each
h of the follow
wing conditionns: (i) the grou
und-truth regioon
has been
b
detectedd correctly, (ii)) the ground-ttruth region
has
been
n split, (iii) thee result regionn has been overlapped
o
byy two
or more
m
ground-trruth regions (m
merge) and finally (iv) nonn-text
elem
ments have beeen included in
i the result region
r
. If m
more
than one conditioon is satisfiedd, the weightt with the sm
maller
value is selected.

First,
F
we deffine the set oof subregions of the regioon
with
hout horizontaal overlap as foollows:
,

11,2, … , #
⊂

(3)

∀
∀

Figure
F
5 depiicts the subreegions of the region
o the
of
exam
mple presenteed in Fig. 3(bb). As it can be
b observed, these
subrregions includ
de five text llines, which are considereed as
corrrectly detected
d since they caan be detected
d in the subseqquent
text line segmentaation stage.
The
T
correspo
onding weighht
of thee region
with
horiizontal overlap
p can be definned as the ratio
o of the foregrround
pixeels of all subregions withoout horizontall overlap oveer the
totall foreground pixels
p
of the reegion as follow
ws:
∑

#

(4)

(i) Correct
C
Detectiion:
When
W
the grouund-truth regiion
is overrlapped complletely
by the
t result reggion
and vice
v
versa ( ∩
∩
∩ , where iis the binary image) this meeans that the ggiven
regio
on is correctlyy detected in the segmentaation result. Inn this
case the corresponding weight
is equal to one, so alll the
foreg
ground pixelss of ground-truuth region
are considereed as
correectly detected. An example of a correctly
y detected regiion is
preseented in Fig. 1(b) and Figg. 3 for correelating
and
nd
(
1 .

(a)

(b)

(ii) Split
S
ground-trruth region:
In
I the case thaat the ground-ttruth region is overlappeed by
two or more resullt regions, it is consider as split. We cheeck if
the corresponding
c
g intersection regions have horizontal ovverlap
and treat
t
each casee accordingly..
 Splitting
S
withoout having horrizontal overlaap
If
I the intersecction region
does not ov
verlap horizonntally
with
h any other inntersection reggion
, prod
duced by the ssame
grou
und-truth regioon , we sett the correspo
onding weightt
equaal to one. Thee text lines of this region haave not been split;
as a result, they can be detectted correctly in the subseqquent
proccessing steps. A
An example of
o this case is presented
p
in Fiig. 4.

(c)
Fig. 4.
4 An example of
o a ground-truthh region that has been split into regions
r
witho
out horizontal ov
verlap. (a) Grouund-truth region (b) result regioons (c)
interssection regions without
w
horizontaal overlap (
1,
1 . All
A the
foreg
ground pixels off ground-truth re
region
are co
onsidered as coorrectly
deteccted.

 Splitting
S
havinng horizontal overlap
o
In
I the case that the inttersection reg
gion
oveerlaps
horizzontally with one or more regions
, some text linees of
this region
r
may haave been split.. As a result, the
t subsequent
nt text
line segmentationn stage will not
n be able to
t detect corrrectly
thesee text lines. O
Our goal is not
n to reject all
a the foregrround
pixels but to deteect the subreggions of
th
hat do not ovverlap
horizzontally with other regionss (the text linees which havee not

Fig. 5.
5 Subregions
,
(dashed lline) of the region
n 54 without horiizontal
overllap of the examplle presented in Fiig. 3(b). The firstt text line as welll as the
four last text lines are
a considered ass correctly deteccted since they can
c be
quent text line seggmentation stage.
deteccted in the subseq
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(iii) Merged grounnd-truth regionns:
When
W
the resuult region
is overlapped
d by two or m
more
grou
und-truth regioons it means that these gro
ound-truth reggions
havee been mergedd in the page segmentation
s
result.
r
We cheeck if
the corresponding
c
g intersection regions have horizontal ovverlap
and treat
t
each casee accordingly..
 Merging
M
withoout having horrizontal overlaap
In
I the case thaat the intersecction region
does not ovverlap
horizzontally with any other reggion
, prod
duced by the ssame
resullt region , nnon-text elemeents may havee been includded at
the result regionn (see Fig. 6).
6 We set a penalty forr the
correesponding reggion accordingg to the perceentage of nonn-text
foreg
ground pixels. The correspoonding weigh
ht
is defineed as
follo
ows:
∑

(5)

#

As
A it can be oobserved, the weight is eq
qual to one onnly if
non--text elements are not includded, so all thee foreground ppixels
of th
he region arre considered as correctly detected. This iis the
case where, for exxample, two paragraphs
p
hav
ve been markeed as
one or two differeent ground-truuth regions. For
F both casess, the
prop
posed evaluatioon metric does not set a pen
nalty.

(a))

(b)

(c)
Fig. 6.
6 An example oof a set of grounnd-truth regions that
t
have been m
merged
into regions
r
without horizontal overlaap. (a) Ground-trruth regions (b) result
region
ns (c) intersection regions withouut horizontal overrlap.
<1 and
<1
since non-text elemennts are included. On
O the other hand
1 and
1,
so alll the foreground ppixels of ground--truth regions
and
are consiidered
as corrrectly detected.

 Merging
M
havinng horizontal overlap
o
If
I the intersecttion region
overlaps horrizontally withh one
or more
m
other regiions
, the text
t lines of ground-truth
g
reegion
may
m have beenn merged withh text lines off different grooundtruth
h regions (e.g.. text lines off a multi column documentt), so
they cannot be deetected correcttly in the subssequent processsing
stepss. For the calcculation of thee weight
we
w follow the ssame
proccedure as in tthe case of spplitting with horizontal
h
ovverlap

usly. Our goal is to detect th
he subregions of
desccribed previou
with
hout horizontaal overlap (seee Eq. 3) in ord
der to consideer the
foreeground pixels of them as coorrectly detectted (see Eq. 4)).
(iv) Noise has beeen included:
The
T final posssible conditionn refers to the case that the result
r
region
overlap
ps only with oone ground-tru
uth region butt nontext elements (noise, image, boorders, separator lines etc.) have
been
n also includeed. In this casee, we set a peenalty accordiing to
the percentage of non-teext foregrou
und pixels. The
corrresponding weeight
is deffined as follow
ws:
(6)
IV. DISCCUSSION
In
I this sectio
on we discusss the main advantages
a
of the
prop
posed perform
mance evaluatio
ion framework
k: (i) independdence
from
m a strictly defined grouund-truth and
d (ii) tolerancce to
insig
gnificant errorrs. Representat
ative exampless are also givenn.
A first advanttage of the prroposed evaluation methodoology
is th
hat it avoids the
t dependencce on a strictlly defined grooundtruth
h. Ground-tru
uth creation ffor page segm
mentation is quite
amb
biguous and may
m differ amoong users. For example, if there
is a large blank gap betweenn two paragrraphs of the same
colu
umn, these paragraphs maay be markeed as one orr two
diffeerent ground-ttruth regions. Figure 7 presents an exampple of
a document
d
imaage with twoo different page
p
segmenttation
the
grou
und-truth
ap
pproaches,
which
botth
follow
aforrementioned guidelines
g
(seee Sect. III-A
A), as well as a
corrresponding page
p
segmenntation resultt. The propposed
evalluation metric
will be tthe same regaardless the grooundtruth
h approach useed.
The
T
second advantage is that the proposed evaluuation
meaasure is nott very stricct concerning possible page
segm
mentation errrors which do not adv
versely affectt the
subssequent processsing. For exaample, if the main
m text zonee of a
docu
ument image is
i merged withh a small marg
ginal note, this will
be considered
c
by our approach as a partial errror. Followinng the
prop
posed approaach, subregioons which can
c
be processed
succcessfully by th
he subsequent text line segm
mentation stagge are
deteected (see Fig. 8 - regions w
with dashed lines) letting thhe SR
meaasure reflect the
t percentagge of text lin
nes which aree not
affected by the paage segmentatiion error.
V. CONCCLUSIONS
A goal-orien
nted performa
mance evaluattion methodoology
whicch defines a comprehen
ensive evaluaation measurre is
pressented. It is a pixel-based aapproach whicch deals only with
text regions and the evaluationn measure refleects the percenntage
of th
he text information in whichh the subsequeent processingg (e.g.
text line segmentation) can be applied successfully. The main
advaantages of the proposed perrformance evaaluation frameework
conccern its independence from
m a strictly deefined ground--truth
and its tolerance to insignificannt page segmen
ntation errors.
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